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An Inspiring Walk in the Park!

by Tracy Kortlever & Dan Malmstrom

Although Spring has been elusive, a group of hearty Minnesotans
gathered on Saturday April 23rd to enjoy a much anticipated 70-degree
day at “Walk for Glendalough 2022”. The park staff and Park Partner
volunteers teamed up to prepare the grounds, buildings, refreshments,
gifts, and program for the annual fundraising event, now in its 26th year.
Guests began arriving at 9am as the rain gave way to sunshine. It was
clear by the smiles and conversation that guests were thrilled to once
again experience the Walk with family and friends. Hikers and bikers
streamed into the park all day as temps soared to the 70s!
This year, the Walk had several notable public officials in attendance including Ann Pierce, Director of Minnesota Parks
and Trails, Shannon Lotthammer, Assistant DNR Commissioner, and Ben Bergey, Northeast Parks and Trails Manager.
Kurt Mortenson, Otter Tail County Commissioner was also in attendance. Two major developments about to commence
in the park – the Sunset Lake Trail and the new Visitor Center – made Glendalough a fitting venue as they celebrated
Earth Day.
After a morning of hiking, coffee, conversation and lunch, Glendalough Citizens Advisory Board President, Steve
Nelson, kicked off the brief program and awards ceremony. He thanked Park Partner members, welcomed our special
guests, and offered thanks to the board’s Walk Committee for their great job of organizing the event and serving our 550
Park Partner members so well.
Dan Malmstrom provided an update on two major projects. The original $1.3 million Visitor Center structure designed
in a 2017 collaboration with Park Partners and the DNR and was funded with more than $200,000 of Park Partner
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Finding Your Path
by Joan Vorderbruggen

Hiking, biking, cross country skiing, birding, dogwalking, exploring, meandering,
forest bathing...however you like to experience Glendalough State Park, there’s a
path for you! (https://files.dnr.state.mn.us/maps/state_parks/spk00167_summer.
pdf)
In the upcoming months, the DNR is expected to update the signage on
Glendalough trails. As you may have noticed, some of the signage is damaged or
no longer legible. The brown informational signs along the trails will be updated
to include a more complete display of the activities the trails are designed to
accommodate. There may even be interchangeable signs for the different seasonal
activities, including winter signage that indicates trails that will be groomed for
cross country skiing, snowshoeing and winter hiking.
Keep in mind that not all trails are inclusive of every
activity
Some trails are meant to be more primitive, designed for
slower, single-file movement and frequent pauses. Others
encourage more active use.
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Inspiring Walk Story continued from page 1
philanthropy, $750,000 of 2018 state bonding, and $250,000
of legacy funding.
Since that time, the Visitor Center has experienced delays
due to Covid-19 setbacks. Inflation, septic designs and
parking area costs have driven the project cost to over $2
million. Malmstrom complimented Representative Jordan
Rasmussen, who worked with the Citizens Advisory Board
to author a 2022 bonding bill for an additional $750,000
to address the unexpected inflationary challenges.
Malmstrom testified before the Minnesota House Capital
Investment Committee on March 31st related to the
bonding request. If all goes according to plan and DNR
scheduling, the Visitor Center is slated for bidding and
construction late this year.

$17,000. Funds raised at the Walk each year are set aside in
the General Fund to be used for short term park amenities
and enhancements.
The program closed with recognition of the top 2022
Walk fundraisers: Grace Stoebe, Dirk Siems and Jay
Anderson. Stoebe continued her inspirational reign as the
top fundraiser, bringing in $3,815 from her friends and
family. Dirk Siems carried the legacy of his late father and
mother – Donn and Marlys who never missed a Walk –
and brought a $2,000 check in their memory. Everyone in
attendance was offered a plant of appreciation from Lake
Country Gardens as the event ended.

Malmstrom also indicated the Sunset Lake Trail segment
is scheduled to be completed this fall. Park Manager
Jeff Wiersma authored two successful grants for this
trail segment, along with a Park Partners matching fund
contribution, to support this $1 million project. This much
anticipated segment of the Glendalough Trail System will
take park visitors completely off vehicular roadways.
(On a side note, the DNR informed Park Partners the state’s
offer to acquire a parcel of private land on the northwest
boundary of the park expired without landowner response.)
Shannon Lotthammer
commended the Park
Partner members for their
commitment to Glendalough
and the many visible park
improvements made with
Walk funds. She reiterated
the importance of citizens
engaging in conservation
stewardship and suggested
Covid-19 had a silver lining
in that regard as many Minnesotans experienced state
parks for the first time, and in far greater numbers during
the pandemic. This experience has sparked a greater
appreciation for Minnesota's natural resources.
Ann Pierce addressed the group with encouragement
for our grassroots involvement with Glendalough and
remarked that she could feel the sense of local, unified
ownership during the Walk event which is not common
among all state parks. She also affirmed the importance of
the Visitor Center project to address the increasing visitor
count and preservation of the historic Lodge.
Peter Christianson, Board Treasurer, reported fundraising
totals for the day, which stood at nearly $15,400.
Christianson reminded the group that additional donations
are typically received by mail for a week or two, which
will likely drive Walk 2022 proceeds between $16,000 -
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Tracy Kortlever with Grace Stoebe

The Park Partners board is
so grateful to the many local
businesses that sponsored
the Walk event, such as Lake
Country Gardens, Thrivent
Financial, Amor Pork, Frame
It Up, Larry’s Supermarket
and Stub’s.
As Tracy Kortlever reflected
in an email, “Thank you for
all you do for Glendalough. I
know my dad is smiling down
on us when we have successes
Dirk Siems
like today”. (Tracy’s dad, the
late Les Estes – was the Glendalough Game Farm Manager
and set the tone for local conservation stewardship at the
park).
It was truly another great day for a Walk in the Park!
PS. At this writing, Tracy Kortlever reported a record 126
renewals and memorials have been received! If you haven’t
renewed your Park Partners membership, it’s not too late!
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President’s Remarks
Who knew an April Fool’s joke could last a whole month?
Our first full day of ice-out was Sunday, May 1st, and we
put the dock in the next day. It’s amazing how quickly a
little sun and some open water can bring smiles to those of
us who spend our winters in Minnesota.
The Walk for Glendalough was a great success once again.
Thank you to all of our donors and sponsors. We had a
great turnout of DNR senior management in attendance,
indicative of the valuable partnership we enjoy with them.
It was good to show them firsthand how our existing
facilities are not able to handle our ever-expanding visitor
count of 127,000, and why we are working so hard to fund
and build a new Visitor Center.
As you might expect, Covid delays and inflation have
impacted our Visitor Center project. A big thank-you to
Representative Jordan Rasmusson for a new bonding
bill submitted just prior to the deadline, and to Senator
Bill Ingebrigtsen for submitting a companion bill for
consideration by the Senate.

In doing so, I’m reminded that the best features of the
park are its peacefulness, natural beauty, and wildlife. The
money we raise, the things we build, and the activities
we promote are all done in the interest of enhancing and
preserving what mother nature has so graciously given us.
Thank you for being such an important part of that effort.
Steve Nelson, President
Glendalough Citizens Advisory Board
stevenbrucenelson@gmail.com

Statewide Scavenger Hunt
2022 Includes GSP
by Sarah Govig

Beginning on June 1, the Glendalough Park Partners
will once again co-sponsor a Scavenger Hunt with the
Parks & Trails Council of Minnesota throughout the
summer of 2022.

The Citizens Advisory Board is blessed to have talented,
dedicated members, and I’d like to call out several who
don’t receive the attention they deserve.
Tracy Kortlever is our Membership Chair and is also in
charge of our annual Walk for Glendalough. Thanks in
large part to her work, our membership is approaching 600
households!
Jay Anderson has been working long and hard on an
International Dark Sky Park initiative. The application
process for this designation requires a lot of detail work
and communications with the governing organization.
Jay brought this idea to the board, and his grit and
determination will make it a reality.
In addition to being board secretary, Sarah Govig, in
conjunction with the Parks & Trails Council of MN, is
bringing us another summer-long Park Scavenger Hunt this
year. Her work last year resulted in Glendalough having
one of the best (most participants) scavenger hunts in the
entire state park system.
Congratulations to Kurt Maethner and Casey Love of
Galloping Goose Rentals for being approved for a new
vendor contract for the park. Galloping Goose is a great
asset and attracts many visitors with their offerings of
bikes, boats, kayaks, paddleboards etc
Finally, we talk so much about all the activity going on
at the park, with a new Visitor Center, expanded trail
system, growing Park Partners membership etc, and that is
certainly fun and exciting conversation! But as I write this
article, I’m looking out the window of my home office, and
my entire view consists of Lake Blanche and Glendalough.

Participants visiting any state park – and in our case
Glendalough State Park – will be asked to locate items
like flowers, insects, birds, mammals and trees and submit
their findings on an online checklist which has been
tailored for each park.
Weekly drawings will be made by the P&TC of Minnesota
for $20 gifts cards for camping, equipment rentals or
vehicle permit. In addition, at the end of the season
(September 11th) a special drawing will be done for all
forms submitted specifically to Glendalough State Park.
The winner will be awarded a $25 gift card from Park
Partners.  
The Scavenger Hunt is open to all ages and the guidelines
are simple. Entries may be submitted online at
https://www.parksandtrails.org/events/2022-hunts/
to be eligible for the weekly drawings. Adults, parents, or
guardians must submit forms for children under age 13.
No more than one entry per park may be made by a single
participant.
We hope you enjoy your visit to Glendalough. Happy
hunting and good luck.
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Finding Your Path Story continued from page 1
Based on the Trail Map, here is a list of activities that each
trail currently allows or restricts:
BIKING
Glendalough is a premier biking park, with a paved trail
that connects approximately 13 miles of trail from the town
of Battle Lake through the park. Biking is allowed on all
paved areas, including e-Bikes. Bikes are also allowed on
the stretch of gravel road between the entry kiosk to the
paved bike trail near the Lodge. The Sunset Lake Trail
Extension is planned for the coming year and will remove
the gravel section.
Bikes are not allowed on the unpaved trails, with one
exception: the Lake Emma Trail (accessed from the
paved bike path in the NE corner of the park). Bikes
are frequently reported on the Annie Battle Lake Trail
(unpaved portion), where they are not allowed. The Annie
Battle Lake Trail is a designated Hiking Club path. It is
narrow and curved in several areas and makes encounters
with bikers dangerous for hikers, thus limiting the trail to
foot traffic only.
HIKING, WALKING
Every trail is open to hiking, birding, interpretive use,
dogwalking, etc., including all paved trails. Please note the
section regarding “Dogs on Trails (always leashed).”

these at your own pace, pausing to take in the sights,
sounds and wonder of the park!
Glendalough invites you to find your path – whatever and
wherever that may be! There is so much that changes from
day to day along each trail; it’s worth exploring them all as
often as you can!

Dark Skies Application
Update
by Jay Anderson

On April 20th, Citizen Advisory Board directors Sarah
Govig and Jay Anderson held a Zoom meeting with Amber
Harrison, an International Dark Skies program associate
regarding the application process for Glendalough State
Park. The comprehensive lighting survey in the park was
discussed.
Jay Anderson has photographed and catalogued every
light within the park. Four of the lights are pole flood
lights, which are owned and operated by Otter Tail Power
Company. These four lights switch on automatically from
dusk until dawn. Switches are currently not in place to
shut them off at night. Following the submission of the
lighting survey, recommendations to address the pole
flood lights will be very important. Otter Tail Power Co.
professionals have been extremely helpful in submitting all
necessary technical data regarding the lighting owned by
the company.
As it stands now, the lighting survey will be submitted to
the IDA by the end of May. Once this survey is submitted,
Amber Harrison will examine the technical lighting
information and offer recommendations. We will then
move to the next step of the process, creating a Lighting
Management Plan.

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
In winter the trails’ character changes and the easy, low
hills offer great terrain for cross country skiing. Trails are
groomed throughout the winter season; many times the
wider trails offering one side for skiing, and another side
for snowshoeing or walking. Please honor the groomed
tracks by not walking or snowshoeing on them.
SNOWSHOEING
Snowshoes allow you to walk nearly anywhere in the park
in the winter, even off-trail if you want to. Always be
respectful of animal habitat when going off the groomed
trails.
BIRDING, INTERPRETIVE TRAILS
Glendalough offers a number of trails with interpretive
and informational signage to introduce you to natural,
historical, and cultural features of the park. Please enjoy
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Compliments to Sarah Govig, co-chair of the Board's dark
sky committee, for all her help with this intricate process.

Hiking Down Memory
Lane
A History of GSP Trails by Jeff Wiersma

The trails of Glendalough State Park meander through
prairies and hardwood forest, climb to panoramic views,
and traverse the edges of lakes, streams, ponds, and
marshes. Many of them can also transport us back to
another time because they existed even before Glendalough
became a state park. Typically, it is desirable to use old
roads and trails for a park’s trail system wherever possible,
as this practice minimizes impacts to the park’s natural and
cultural resources, saves labor, and in most cases, brings
people to the same favorite places that previous owners
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found practical or scenic. While wandering the trails
today, we may observe birds and other wildlife, stop to
photograph a flower or a scenic vista, or just walk silently
and enjoy the sounds and smells around us. Rarely do
we pause to think, “How did this trail come to be here?”,
because for us, it feels in that moment that it has always
belonged under our feet. Yet, there is a unique history to
every trail in the park. Here is the little bit that I know:
Annie Battle Lake Trail - Under Star Tribune ownership,
Glendalough was accessed from a dirt road that left the
township road west of the property and passed by the
popular game farm, where visitors were welcome to view
exotic pheasants and other game birds. From there, the road
scooted past Sunset Lake to Annie Battle Lake, crossed the
bridge over the creek, swung around the Old Camp, and
wound through the woods to Highway 16. Generally, this
private scenic drive was open to local traffic unless closed
for the security of dignitaries at the Old Camp or, perhaps,
for an important croquet match. After the new park
entrance road was constructed in 1996, most of the western
portion of the former drive was abandoned, leaving the
section from the bridge eastward to become part of the trail
system for the new state park.
The wooded drive, fondly referred to as “Lover’s Lane”
by the locals, became a part of the “Annie Battle Lake
Trail”, a trail that was proposed in the park’s Management
Plan to circle the lake and, eventually, to provide a paved
biking loop. To complete the circuit of the lake, funds were
raised during Glendalough State Park’s very first March
for Parks (a.k.a. Walk for Glendalough) in 1996 to install a
hiking bridge over the creek near the lake’s inlet. Sentenceto-Service crews worked diligently to clear brush in both
directions from the bridge to complete the trail loop.
A modification to the original alignment a few years later
brought the trail closer to the lake on the north side and
shortened the walk for school groups to the park’s eagle
nest. The trail was again modified to forestall erosion in
an archaeologically sensitive area on the southeast side
of the lake and to provide privacy to the newly located
canoe-in campsites. This change put part of the trail on the
old road to the former Annie Battle Lake boat ramp, a site
that still offers a nice view of the lake. Until 2012, some
may remember that a portion of Lover’s Lane was open
to touring vehicles. That came to an end just prior to the
construction of the new paved Glendalough Trail, which
runs along the Annie Battle Lake Trail for much of its
length.
Today, the 3.3-mile Annie Battle Lake Trail is wooded
through most of the loop. The paved portion is great
for hiking and biking as well as strollers, wheelchairs,
skateboards, and rollerblades. It’s an excellent birding trail
and provides many scenic views of the lake. Highlights
include interpretive signage about the unusually large

“earth oven” found during bike trail construction,
a still-active eagle nest, access to the yurts, interpretation
of historic Roberts Camp, the scenic bridge crossing of
Battle Creek, and woodland and prairie wildflowers.
There are numerous benches along the route, and there
is drinking water by the yurts. Next time you take a
stroll and enjoy the sights, sounds, and smells, pause to
imagine indigenous people cooking a feast by the lake,
1930’s vacationers whooping it up at Roberts Camp, or a
chauffeured limo bringing dignitaries, maybe even a future
president, through the woods to Old Glendalough Camp.
May your own journey be unforgettable!

Jeff ’s Jottings

by Park Manager Jeff Wiersma
Startup of the campground restrooms/showers was delayed
by a frozen well or water line for about a week, but the
building opened by the Fishing Opener deadline.
With a new two-year contract, Galloping Goose Rentals is
again open for business in Glendalough. Their inventory
now includes a pair of electric assist bikes, a great option
for older folks.
Park docks are all in. Area PAT staff gave us a hand and
put the fishing pier in for the opener.
Water levels in the park lakes and creek are above normal
after being two feet low last fall from the drought. There is
still a beaver dam between Molly and Annie, however.
Though late, the pasque flowers put on a nice show this
spring. Spring woodland flowers are now blooming, and
the warblers are migrating through. The first goslings
appeared this weekend.

Park Projects

Bike Trail Loop Completion – Project is bid-ready but
still waiting on some final wetland determinations. As the
contract with the wetland delineator has expired, we are
waiting on a new contract to complete the process. We
currently expect construction of the gravel base to begin in
September. Paving will probably take place the following
spring which will allow the base to settle over the winter
(a good thing). Recently, the Resource Crew began felling
trees along the trail alignment, which Sentence-to-Service
crews will be cutting and splitting for campfire wood at the
campground.
New Trail Center – Design is getting down to details.
Park Manager is applying for a $750,000 National Scenic
Byways grant in hopes of plugging the funding gap. (Costs
of materials more than doubled during Covid.)

Glendalough State Park ︙ Battle Lake, Minnesota
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Saturday, June 11 (National Get Outdoors Day) will
be a Free Park Day at Minnesota State Parks and State
Recreation Areas. No vehicle passes will be required for
entry into the parks on that day. Camping and rental fees
will still apply.
DNR volunteer guidance regarding Covid has changed.
Volunteers under the age of 18 and volunteers engaging
in outdoor activities with no public contact are no longer
required to provide proof of vaccination. Camp hosts,
volunteers in indoor settings, and volunteers with public
contact are still required to be vaccinated. (Vaccinations or
weekly testing is still required of all DNR staff.)

Whitetail Lane – Parks and Trails staff are working with a
supportive Township Board to extend the paved entrance
road to the Annie Battle Lake carry-in access. Additional
paving near the bridge will be covered by the trail work to
resolve drainage issues along the trail. The project hinges
on the eligibility to use State Park Road Account funds to
finance it. If we can clear all the hurdles, we can get the
road paved to the other side of the Old Camp bridge and
also take some cost off the Trail Center project.

February 2022 Board
Meeting Summary

Storm Cleanup – Strong winds from a storm on May 13
dropped trees on trails throughout the park. Park staff
spent three days cleaning up. Fortunately, most trees had
not leafed out yet during the late spring, or damage would
have been much worse. Several campers had to take shelter
during the tornado warning.

This is a summary of the Citizens Advisory Board
quarterly meeting held on February 3, 2022, presided by
Steve Nelson. A quorum of directors was met. November
Meeting Minutes and current Treasurer’s Report were
presented and approved. The general fund balance was
$96,241.16 and the long-term balance $179,467.17.

Cabin Heat – A couple leaks were repaired in the propane
line to the first two cabins and the shower building at the
campground, but there is still a minor leak underground
somewhere to the cabins. Electric heaters are being used
in the cabins for now, and a valve was installed so we
could continue to provide propane for hot showers at the
restrooms.
Building Sale/ Demolition – A sale notice will go up soon
for the laundry and the carriage house in the Old Camp. If
they are sold, they should be removed by fall. If not, they
will be demolished. Foundations will be removed, and the
immediate area restored. Bidders and movers will need to
be aware of State of MN insurance requirements and MN.
Pollution Control Agency rules.
Office Wi-Fi – Public Wi-Fi was installed at the park
office. Visitors should be able to purchase permits online
when the office is closed or access it for other uses from
the picnic table outside. Park staff will also be able to
complete online training and time sheets on their own
devices instead of sharing the single staff computer.

(Minutes Available Upon Request)

Patrick Hollister, representing the Battle Lakes Arts
Advisory Committee, attended the meeting to promote
partnerships. Ben Bergey, DNR Regional Manager of
Parks and Trails gave updates on the Sunset Lake Trail
and Visitor Center and updated designs and costs. Park
Manager Jeff Wiersma reported that park attendance
exceeded 127,000 in 2021, with yurt and cabin usage
increases as visitors are coming earlier in the spring and
staying longer in the fall. Shawn Donais updated the board
on DNR Covid guidelines and proof of vaccination for
citizen volunteers. Tracy Kortlever discussed detailed plans
for Walk 2022, anticipating it will be an in-person event
with a program.
The board reviewed various committee activity. Jeff
Wiersma indicated he had written a conditional letter of
support for a Dark Sky designation for Glendalough.

From St. Paul

Assistant DNR Commissioner Shannon Lotthammer (with
husband Jay) and new State Parks and Trails Director
Ann Pierce attended the Walk for Glendalough in April.
Regional Parks and Trails Manager Ben Bergey also
brought his kids for a hike on what was likely the nicest
day of the month.
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NEW/RENEWING PARK PARTNERS
February 1st to May 1st, 2022

We received 120+ new/renewals this term!
MEMORIAL/HONOR
Memorials given in honor of Bud Malmstrom:

Glendalough State Park Advisory Board:
Steve Nelson – President (2022)
Dan Malmstrom – Vice President (2023)
Sarah Govig – Secretary (2024)
Peter Christianson – Treasurer (2024)
Tracy Kortlever (2024)
John Christensen (2022)
Chris Estes (2022)
Jay Anderson (2023)
Joan Vorderbruggen (2023)

DNR:

Ben Bergey, Parks and Trails Regional Manager
Melody Webb, PAT Assistant Regional Manager
Shawn Donais, PAT District 1 Supervisor
Cindy Lueth, Region Resource Specialist
Kathy Beaulieu, Regional Naturalist
Ben Eckhoff, Area Naturalist

Glendalough State Park:
24869 Whitetail Lane
Battle Lake, MN 56515-9654
(218) 261-6900

Verlin & Laural Floen
Christer & Joni Wasberg
Merle & Elizabeth Klintworth
Jackie Estes
David McRoberts
Carl Malmstrom
Rich & Debra Wentzel
Brogard Plumbing Heating & Excavating Inc
Larry & Joyce Nornes
Leon & Ona Hanstad
Jill & Dean Damrau
Memorial given in honor of Steve Ellefson
from Laurel Malmstrom
Memorial given in honor of Helen Estes
from Kay & Rolly Kortlever
Memorial given in honor of Don & Marlys Siems
from Dirk Siems
Memorial given in honor of Ken Chermak
from Don & Judy Loe
Thank you for keeping your memberships current.
Please check the date on the address label of your Tracks and
Trails to check your membership status. Send your membership
correspondence to:
Glendalough Park Partners
PO Box 901
Battle Lake, MN 56515

Jeff Wiersma, Park Manager
Glendalough Tracks & Trails
is the newsletter of Glendalough State Park
published quarterly by
the Glendalough Park Partners
Tracy Kortlever • membership

Next board meeting: Thursday, May 26, 7:00 p.m. in the Lodge
Meeting minutes will be available upon request.
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Thank you,
Park Partners!

To Renew or to Become a
Glendalough Park Partner:
Glendalough Park Partners
PO Box 901
Battle Lake, MN 56515

Choose one of the following levels:
Park Pal ( $10 )
1 year subscription to Tracks & Trails

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Supporter ( $25 )
1 year of Tracks & Trails + magnet
Donor ( $50 )
1 year of T & T + Commemorative Walk T-shirt
circle size: S M L XL 2XL

Patron ( $100 )

1 year of T & T + Glendalough History DVD
Benefactor ( $500 )

1 year of T & T + Glendalough print
No Gift Desired (check box)
Send your tax-deductible contribution to:

Glendalough Park Partners
PO Box 901
Battle Lake, MN 56515

Have you renewed your Park Partners membership?

For more information about Park Partners,
upcoming events, and archived
Tracks & Trails newsletters, visit us at
www.morethanatrail.com/getting-involved/

Trek Bikes, Surreys, Paddle Boards, Canoes,
Small Boats, Kayaks, Hydro-Bikes and more!
Downtown Battle Lake & Glendalough State Park!
218-282-1063 • 218-731-7181
www.GallopingGooseRentals.net

10% discount to Park Partners Members
Glendalough Location Only
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